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Full gaze contingency provides 
better reading performance 
than head steering alone 
in a simulation of prosthetic vision
Nadia Paraskevoudi1,2 & John S. Pezaris3,4*

The visual pathway is retinotopically organized and sensitive to gaze position, leading us to 
hypothesize that subjects using visual prostheses incorporating eye position would perform better 
on perceptual tasks than with devices that are merely head-steered. We had sighted subjects read 
sentences from the MNREAD corpus through a simulation of artificial vision under conditions of full 
gaze compensation, and head-steered viewing. With 2000 simulated phosphenes, subjects (n = 23) 
were immediately able to read under full gaze compensation and were assessed at an equivalent 
visual acuity of 1.0 logMAR, but were nearly unable to perform the task under head-steered viewing. 
At the largest font size tested, 1.4 logMAR, subjects read at 59 WPM (50% of normal speed) with 
100% accuracy under the full-gaze condition, but at 0.7 WPM (under 1% of normal) with below 15% 
accuracy under head-steering. We conclude that gaze-compensated prostheses are likely to produce 
considerably better patient outcomes than those not incorporating eye movements.

Visual scanning is an inherently automatic aspect of perceiving our external world, and supporting these motions 
in artificial vision devices has been one of many challenges for the field of visual prostheses. Visual prosthesis 
devices to restore function to the blind have been under investigation and development for nearly a century 
(for reviews  see1–6), with the most recent major milestones being approval of devices for clinical use in the US 
and Europe (Alpha IMS and AMS, Retina Implant AG, Reutlingen, Germany; Argus II, Second Sight Medical 
Products Inc, Sylmar, CA; PRIMA and IRIS II, Pixium Vision, Paris,  France1, 7–13). To-date, most visual prosthe-
ses provide a modest level of visual function through electrical stimulation applied to a collection of electrode 
contacts at one of the stages of the early visual pathway (e.g., retina, optic nerve, lateral geniculate nucleus or pri-
mary visual cortex). Each of these contacts is used to stimulate a small volume of neural tissue and evoke a focal 
visual percept called a phosphene, colloquially known as the pixels of artificial vision. Coordinated stimulation 
across electrodes creates patterns of phosphenes through which images are conveyed to the subject, providing 
restoration of function.

Visual prostheses can be classified into two broad categories, those that use the optics of the eye as a critical 
part of their design, typically placing photodiode arrays on the retina that turn light focused by the eye into pat-
terns of neural activity (Alpha IMS and AMS, PRIMA), and those that deliver stimulation without employing the 
optics of the eye (Argus II, Orion, EPIRET3, IRIS II, Boston Retinal Implant, Australian bionic eye, CORTIVIS, 
etc.1, 14–20; see reviews by Lews and  colleagues21 and Yue and  colleages22). For subjects to explore the visual scene, 
these two classes of devices present very different interfaces. The first group employs the natural optics and is 
gaze steered, that is the direction of interest is controlled by the subject through both eye and head movements, 
while the second group does not employ the natural optics and is head steered, that is, the direction of interest is 
controlled only by head position. Here, we will be concerned only with the latter group.

Head-steered visual prostheses use a camera to image the external world, translating signals from that camera 
into patterns of neural stimulation that are delivered to the early visual pathway without engaging the optics of 
the  eyes5, 6. Most often the cameras in these devices are mounted on a set of goggles, roughly aligned with the 
optical axis of the eyes. To emphasize the distinction from gaze-steered prostheses, head-steered prostheses have 
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an important limitation that they are controlled only through motions of the head and do not incorporate eye 
position information. It is this specific issue we address with the present report.

The influence of oculomotor processes such as saccadic movements on normal visual perception is substan-
tial (see review by Paraskevoudi and  Pezaris23). Eye movements used to scan our environment cause the visual 
presentation of external objects to move across our  retinas24–26. Despite these frequent displacements, the brain 
constructs a stable representation of our surroundings by compensating each moment’s retinal snapshot with 
information about the corresponding gaze  position5, 26, 27 through a process called spatial updating. In diseases 
such as  oscillopsia28 where the brain no longer has a accurate representation of the position of the  eye29, the 
visual and cognitive effects can be  debilitating30, because spatial updating can no longer work properly. In normal 
visual perception, even small eye movements are important as they modulate visual  processing31–33, optimize eye 
position during  fixation32, 34, and prevent retinal  fading35. Thus, eye movements and spatial updating contribute 
to the correct localization and perception of objects, making them critical for visuomotor coordination, naviga-
tion, and interaction with the external world.

Visual prostheses create images by stimulating patterns of phosphenes. Eye movements that could be used to 
drive spatial updating in visual prostheses cause phosphenes to shift with each new position, just as eye move-
ments in normal vision cause images on the retina to shift. This observation has a cause with easily-overlooked 
consequences: phosphenes are retinotopically locked, that is, they appear in a fixed position relative to the current 
gaze location. Brindley and Lewin recognized this effect in their seminal 1968 report on cortical  stimulation36, as 
was confirmed by later  studies5, 37–45. In normal vision, each time the eye moves to a new position, a different part 
of the visual scene falls on the retina and the brain uses its knowledge of gaze position to compensate the new 
input to correctly assemble a stable perception of the external world. An important limitation of head-steered 
prosthetic devices is that they do not update visual information as patients move their eyes to scan the environ-
ment, but the brain still is aware of eye position, creating a conflict (Fig. 1). By using cameras that are fixed in 
position relative to the head, typically on a set of goggles, such systems fail to maintain alignment of the camera 
and pupillary axes as the eyes move, and require implanted patients to direct their field of view solely with head 
scanning, while suppressing eye  movements14, 15, an unnatural behavior that requires substantial  training46, 47. 
Misalignments between the camera position and the patients’ gaze position impair perception and decrease 
performance in simple object localization  tasks48; even minor misalignments between the eye and camera optical 
axes are known to affect performance in prosthesis  user49.

Presenting images in eye-centric coordinates through a gaze contingent mechanism would potentially increase 
the usability of these  devices50. Ideally, the imaging system (e.g., a goggles-mounted camera) should reproduce 
the view based on instantaneous eye position as if the camera had moved like the eye. Perhaps the most direct 
method to achieve this compensation would be to electronically shift a region of interest from a wide field of 
view so as to track eye-driven changes in gaze  position5.

Recent attempts to introduce gaze contingency in simulation studies of artificial vision have opted for the 
incorporation of an eye tracker into the simulated prosthetic  device5, 40, 51–55. Simulation studies with sighted 
individuals have found improved performance in gaze contingent conditions as compared to uncompensated 
 ones52, 54.  McIntosh52 employed a simulated artificial vision paradigm to simulate a retinal prosthesis with residual 
natural vision where sighted participants performed three visually-guided tasks, a search task to locate an object 
among distractors, a reach-and-grasp task, and a navigational task. For the search task, the time to locate the 
target object was reduced by up to a factor of 2 for gaze-contingent as compared to head-steered conditions. 
For the reach-and-grasp task, the improvement in completion time was up to 50%, with up to five times fewer 
touches on erroneous targets. For the navigational task, walking speed was improved by 10% and obstacle bumps 
reduced by up to 40%. More recently, Titchener and  colleagues54 examined the effect of gaze eccentricity on 
hand–eye coordination by employing a simulated artificial visual paradigm, where the phosphene layout was 
modeled after Bionic Vision Australia’s second-generation retinal implant. Sighted participants performed a target 
localization task, where subjects reported the observed location of large (5° diameter) targets with their finger 
on the touch-sensitive screen. The gaze-compensation condition led to a significant reduction of pointing error 
when compared with the head-steered condition in six out of seven subjects. Importantly, in the head-steered 
condition, larger gaze eccentricity led to larger pointing error that was biased in the direction of gaze location, 
an effect that did not appear in the gaze-compensated condition.

In line with simulation studies with sighted volunteers, the effects of gaze-contingent versus head-steered 
stimulation have been described in studies with Argus II  users15, 48. In a study by Sabbah and  colleagues48, patients 
performed a target localization task where they were instructed to shift their gaze toward different locations on 
a screen by moving their eyes alone and maintaining their head still before pointing at the target. Rather than 
pointing at the actual target locations, subjects indicated positions on the touch screen that were biased in the 
direction the eyes were pointing. As there was no concurrent change in head position, and therefore no change 
in camera output, their result indicates that camera direction alone was insufficient for correct spatial localiza-
tion when eye movements caused a misalignment between gaze and camera directions. In a study by Caspi 
and  colleagues15, Argus II users were fitted with an experimental eye tracker which was enabled or disabled on 
a similar target localization touch task. When gaze contingency was enabled, head motions were significantly 
reduced and often nearly eliminated with mean head speed reduced by over half, and the extent of eye move-
ment increased by a mean of 70%. While such changes might be expected with the introduction of an additional 
degree of freedom, importantly, no training was provided for the new mode, and pointing accuracy on the task 
improved by an average of 30% (see Discussion).

Research conducted so far to directly answer questions of the importance of gaze compensation suggests 
that it is indeed a critical aspect of visual prosthetics. Thus far, studies have either employed simple target detec-
tion tasks that do not capture the complexity of activities performed in everyday  life15, 48, 54, or used relatively 
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large and simple  optotypes56, leaving open the question of the impact of gaze compensation in more cognitively 
engaging, naturalistic tasks.

Here, we address this gap by exploring the effect of gaze contingency with a reading task. Specifically, we cre-
ated a virtual reality simulation of prosthetic vision that could be switched between modes where the simulated 
head-mounted camera produced a video stream that was either (a) corrected for gaze position, a mode that we 
call Full Gaze, or (b) steered only by head position, a mode that we call Head Only. As a metric of system utility, 
we used a reading task derived from the MNREAD test of visual  acuity57, and compared reading accuracy and 
speed under the two experimental conditions. In our simulations, the Full Gaze condition, with inclusion of gaze 
position compensation, resulted in a marked increase in reading performance over the Head Only condition. 
This finding has strong implications for future visual prosthesis designs in order to maximize performance in 
tasks of daily living.

Results
Subjects (n = 23, 9 male and 14 female, mean age of 26 years old, range 18–44 years old) were recruited from 
students at the University of Athens and the general population around the university and required to have 
proficiency in English (see Methods). They were verified to have normal vision with an informal Snellen chart 
evaluation, with binocular results of 20/13, or − 0.2 ± 0.1 logMAR (mean, s.d.; range of − 0.3 to 0.0 logMAR). 
Importantly, the assessed visual acuities were far better than what was required for the experimental task.

Figure 1.  Gaze conditions and the problem created by ignoring eye position. In the general case where the eyes 
are not used to image the external world in a visual prosthesis, there is potential for the camera axis, typically 
steered by head position, and the gaze location, determined by the combination of head position and eye 
position within the head, to be out of agreement. This figure depicts three conditions, by row, the first where the 
gaze (blue) and camera (green) are aligned, pointing forward (top row), the second where the head and camera 
are in the same positions, but the eyes have deviated to the left (middle row), and the third where the head and 
camera have been turned to the left, but the eyes have counter-rotated to the right such that gaze is once again 
straight ahead (bottom row). The second column from the left shows the image that the camera sees. The third 
column depicts what is perceived when the prosthesis includes compensation for gaze location (Head and Eye, 
or Full Gaze), with congruent stimulation resulting in a perception that is spatially stable. The fourth column 
depicts what is perceived by the subject where the prosthesis delivers the image from the uncompensated 
camera (as in head-steered devices), but the brain continues to apply its knowledge about eye position, creating 
spatially incongruent conditions whenever the camera and eyes are not pointing in the same direction.
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Subjects were presented a series of simple, three-line sentences to read on a computer monitor that simu-
lated artificial vision from a device with 2000 phosphenes under the Full Gaze and Head Only conditions. The 
sentences were taken from the MNREAD  corpus57, 58 and used to develop performance curves versus font size 
through the measurement of reading accuracy (percentage of words read correctly) and reading speed (number 
of correctly read words per minute). Normal mode trials without the artificial vision simulation were included 
as a control condition. The experiment was broken into a series of six-trial mini-blocks where each mini-block 
presented text for a given viewing condition at the six font sizes (see Discussion). Mini-blocks were ordered so 
that Normal (A), Full Gaze (B), and Head Only (C) conditions were each presented twice  (A1,  B1,  C1,  B2,  C2,  A2). 
Full details are provided in the Methods section.

Reading accuracy and speed. Our primary finding is that both reading accuracy and speed were sub-
stantially higher for the Full Gaze condition than for Head Only for the font sizes measured (Fig. 2; Table 1). 
Performances under the three conditions are distinct by inspection for both metrics (Wilcoxon rank sum tests 
between Full Gaze and Head Only conditions pooled over all font sizes produce p =  10–31 and  10–35, z = 11 and 
12, r = 1.0 and 1.1, on accuracy and speed respectively; individual font-size-by-font-size comparisons produce 
similar results with a maximum of p < 0.001, some of which are detailed below). 

For reading accuracy, under the Full Gaze condition, 19/23 (83%) subjects displayed 100% accuracy at the 
largest font size (1.4 logMAR); the population accuracy was 100+0

−3
% (median and differences to 16th and 84th 

percentiles) with performance for the population tailing off over decreasing font size to 13+46

−13
% at 0.9 logMAR, 

following a sigmoidal curve. In comparison, under the Head Only condition, subjects were only able to attain 
13

+13

−13
% accuracy at the largest font size, tailing off to 0+4

−0
% at the smallest size. For the largest font size, effect size 

between Full Gaze and Head Only conditions for Wilcoxon rank sum was r = 1.3 (with z = 6.0, p =  10–9), trailing 
off to 0.9 (z = 4.4, p =  10–5) at the smallest. The Normal condition of reading ordinary text confirmed there were 
no fundamental issues with 100+0

−0
% reading accuracy at all font sizes. Sigmoidal fits of the population data for 

Figure 2.  Population reading accuracy and speed. Reading accuracy (left) and speed (right) are shown for the 
three viewing conditions with population median as lines, 16/84 percentile range as dark color, 5/95 percentile 
range as light color. Performance is shown across the range of font sizes and measured in percent of correctly 
read words for accuracy, and number of correctly read words per minute for speed. The three conditions 
are Normal, where text is shown unadulterated on the screen (blacks), Full Gaze, where text is shown in a 
simulation of phosphene vision with full gaze compensation of the scene camera (reds), and Head Only, where 
text is shown in phosphene vision where the scene camera is steered only by head motions (oranges). In both 
phosphene view cases, the phosphene locations are locked to retinotopic location based on the instantaneous 
measured gaze position; we expect phosphenes for all visual prostheses to be stable in the retinotopic coordinate 
system (see Introduction). In the Full Gaze condition, the simulated visual prosthesis is assumed to incorporate 
a gaze tracker that provides rapid compensation for eye movements, performing a translation of the scene 
camera image as if it were being steered by the eyes. In the Head Only condition, gaze compensation of the 
scene camera is disabled, rendering it steerable only through head motion; this reflects the operation of many 
contemporary visual prosthesis designs.
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reading accuracy to estimate visual acuity at the 50% level showed the Full-Gaze condition provided an equivalent 
acuity of 1.02 ± 0.12 logMAR (95% confidence interval) and the Head-Only condition an equivalent acuity of 
1.66 ± 0.37 logMAR (95% confidence interval; rank sum p =  10–8).

For reading speed, there was a larger contrast between the two phosphene view conditions than for reading 
accuracy. For the Full Gaze condition, speed at the largest font size was 60+27

−14
 WPM, decreasing in a sigmoidal 

fashion to 2.7+6.4

−2.7
 WPM at the smallest font size (Fig. 2; Table 1). The Head Only condition revealed a profound 

problem, with reading speed at the largest font size of 0.7+1.0

−0.7
 WPM (one word about every 1 1

2
 min, or two orders 

of magnitude slower than the Full Gaze condition) and with subjects barely able to read any words at the small-
est font size ( 0.0+0.3

−0.0
 WPM). For the largest font size, effect size was r = 1.2 (z = 5.8, p =  10–9), trailing off to 0.9 at 

the smallest (z = 4.5, p =  10–6). Reading in the Normal condition that served as a control increased from 124+34

−28
 

WPM at the largest font size to 148+28

−43
 WPM at the smallest (the smaller font sizes require shorter gaze shifts, so 

reading is somewhat faster), consistent with a previous report from a highly similar  population53, and verifying 
that normal reading was possible.

We examined performance between the first and second presentation of each class of mini-blocks to look 
for learning or other longitudinal effects (Fig. 3). For reading accuracy, there was no significance found for the 
Normal condition (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 1.0), with the median values being 100+0

−0
% for both  A1 and  A2 

mini-blocks across all font sizes. For the Full Gaze condition, there was, again no significance found (p = 0.2) 
with the median values being 92+8

−84
% for  B1, and 100+0

−88
% for  B2, suggestive of an improvement and consistent 

with what was found in an earlier report[53]. For the Head Only condition, a significant difference was found 
(z = 2.5, r = 0.2, p = 0.01) with median values of 0.0+17

−0.0
% for  C1 and 7.7+13

−7.7% for  C2.
For reading speed, there was a significant but small (z = 2.8, r = 0.2, p = 0.005) slow-down in the Normal con-

dition, from 148+43

−48
 to 130+41

−35
 WPM for  A1 to  A2. For the Full Gaze condition, there was no significance (p = 0.9) 

between  B1 and  B2 at 29+38

−28
 and 26+24

−38
 WPM, respectively. For the Head Only condition, there was a significant 

difference (z = 3.0, r = 0.3, p = 0.003) between  C1 and  C2 at 0.0+1.0

−0.0
 and 0.3+1.4

−0.3
 WPM, respectively. The  C1 to  C2 

increase corresponds to one additional correctly read word (from zero to one, or from one to two) in the three 
largest font sizes. This small difference may reflect a leftward movement of the sigmoid curve of performance 
versus font size expected from a learning  process53.

We compared average performance under the two experimental conditions on a per-subject basis to see if 
there were correlations (did being better at one viewing condition mean subjects were better at another?). No 
strong correlations were found. Comparing mean reading accuracy averaged over all font sizes for each subject, 
Spearman’s rank correlation was rs = 0.36 with p = 0.09 between Full Gaze and Head Only conditions: good over-
all performance on one condition had limited predictive power for the other. For mean reading speed, similar 
values were found at rs = 0.37 with p = 0.09, again showing a lack of strong relationship. Lower levels of correla-
tion that were also not significant were found for mean reading speed in the Normal condition against Full Gaze 
(rs = 0.08, p = 0.7) and Head Only conditions (rs = − 0.11, p = 0.6).

Subject behavior for gaze and head position in the control and two experimental conditions showed a high 
degree of similarity between Normal and Full Gaze conditions, with gaze location tracing out the three lines of 
text and head position relatively still, but no similarity with the Head Only condition that exhibited little-to-no 
structure in gaze location or head location despite higher levels of activity (Fig. 4). The total time spent reading 
with text at 1.4 logMAR was 6.1+2.0

−1.3
 seconds in the Normal condition, 13.2+3.9

−4.3
 seconds in the Full Gaze condition, 

reflective of a reading speed about half as fast (at the same 100% accuracy), and 138+104

−106
 seconds in the Head 

Only condition, reflective of the substantially increased difficulty.

Discussion
In this study, we assessed the importance of gaze contingency by employing a naturalistic reading task through a 
simulation of prosthetic vision that could be switched between two modes where the visual stimuli were either (a) 
corrected for eye position (Full Gaze), or (b) steered only by head position (Head Only). Performance was meas-
ured using the metrics of reading accuracy and reading speed that are well-studied in the low-vision literature, 
built upon the standard MNREAD  test57, allowing the ready comparison and replication of our observations. 

Table 1.  Reading accuracy and speed results. Values for reading accuracy in percent correct and reading speed 
in words per minute (WPM) are given for the three viewing conditions over the population of 23 subjects. 
Data are presented by font size and given as median values with differences to 16th and 84th percentiles. See 
Fig. 2 for a graphical presentation of these data.

Measurement
Viewing 
condition

logMAR

0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

Reading accu-
racy (percent)

Normal 100.0
+0

−0
100.0

+0

−0
100.0

+0

−0
100.0

+0

−0
100.0

+0

−0
100.0

+0

−0

Full gaze 13
+46

−13
28

+46

−27
75

+25

−31
96

+7

−7 100
+0

−4
100

+0

−3

Head only 0.0
+4.2

−0.0
0.0

+4.5

−0.0
3.8

+7.7

−3.8
4.2

+8.3

−4.2
12

+23

−7 13
+13

−13

Reading speed 
(WPM)

Normal 148
+28

−43
161

+32

−30
140

+10

−25
149

+41

−23
113

+32

−35
124

+34

−28

Full gaze 2.7
+6.4

−2.7
5.5

+14.1

−5.4
18

+30

−10
35

+27

−15
53

+25

−24
60

+27

−14

Head only 0.0
+0.3

−0.0
0.0

+0.4

−0.0
0.3

+1.1

−0.3
0.4

+0.8

−0.4
1.0

+1.1

−0.6
0.7

+1.0

−0.7
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Our primary finding is that under equivalent conditions, a simulated prosthesis that includes gaze compensation 
to determine how to activate phosphenes has substantial performance advantage over one that is limited to head 
steering of a camera. Although the differences in performance were most striking for the easiest conditions with 
large font sizes that activated many phosphenes, differences were still observable in the more difficult conditions 
with small font sizes that activated fewer phosphenes (e.g., the 1.0 logMAR text typically activated only 175 
phosphenes for the straight-ahead gaze position). We suggest that our findings can be applicable to contempo-
rary clinical head-steered devices with limited resolution and highlight the need to introduce gaze-contingent 
information to visual prosthetics by the incorporation of an eye-tracker to current head-steered devices.

Reading performance is enhanced under full gaze compensation. Our findings show that reading 
performance in the Full Gaze condition can be relatively fluid and comparable to reading in the control condi-
tion, but becomes profoundly affected when participants were required to adopt a head-scanning strategy in 
the Head Only condition. This effect was evident in both accuracy and speed, as discussed in the following two 
subsections.

Reading accuracy. We obtained higher reading accuracy in the Full Gaze compared to the Head Only con-
dition, replicating and extending previous work that has reported better performance under gaze-contingent 
versus non-gaze-contingent  conditions15, 52, 54. A recent study by Caspi and  colleagues15 had Argus II patients 
perform a pointing task to compare eye-and-head or head-only conditions analogous to our Full Gaze and Head 
Only conditions, respectively. They reported a pointing error of 3.7 ± 1.0 degrees with eye-and-head steering 
versus 5.1 ± 1.4 degrees with head-only (we compute p = 0.016 using a Wilcoxon signed rank test from their 
published data), for an immediate reduction in error of over 30% when engaging full gaze tracking with subjects 
who were already highly trained on head-only steering. Although that study and the present one are not directly 
comparable due to differences in the experimental design (localization versus reading task) and the subjects used 
in each study (blind implanted patients versus healthy, normal-sighted participants), our results are consistent 
with theirs, albeit our observations are that the effects are larger.

Reading speed. The differences between the Full Gaze and Head Only conditions were even more prominent 
for reading speed performance, which was deeply affected under the Head Only condition. This finding is in 
line with previous simulation work with sighted individuals showing faster completion times at a visual search 
task under a gaze compensated condition compared to a head-steered  one52, as well as with reports that Argus 

Figure 3.  Performance in first versus second mini-block. Performance on reading accuracy (top row) and 
reading speed (bottom row) for the three viewing conditions, Normal (black), Full Gaze compensation 
(red), and Head Only steering (orange) is shown for the first versus second mini-block in each condition. All 
conditions had two mini-block presentations, each of which included one trial for all font sizes. Dots show the 
performance of matched stimulus conditions on the two mini-blocks. Unfilled circles show the population mean 
of the scattergrams. For the Normal condition, reading accuracy did not produce meaningful data as accuracies 
were all at 100%.
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II users adopt time-consuming compensatory head scanning strategies when presented with camera-gaze 
 misalignments48. Our observation of the highest reading speed during Head Only condition being below 1 WPM 
(at 1.4 logMAR) is also consistent with reports from the literature for reading speed with actual visual prostheses 
that lack gaze  contingency56. This consistency provides not only confirmation of our results, but by extension, 
an estimate for the level of performance increase that might be expected with the addition of gaze contingency 
to a clinical device. High-functioning Argus II users are reported to have single word reading accuracies of 71% 
with font sizes between 2.4 and 2.6 logMAR (see Table II in the 2013 report by da Cruz and  colleagues56). Com-
bining the results from that report with the range of completion times given  elsewhere59, we estimate that these 
patients had a reading speed of between 0.2 and 0.9 WPM. While the experimental conditions were different 
from those presented here (larger font sizes used by da Cruz and  colleagues56, single words versus full sentences, 
different phosphene counts and distribution), and their figures cannot be reliably translated to MNREAD meas-
urements, the similar, low range of reading speed suggests that adding gaze contingency to the Argus II device 
may substantially improve its utility. While various factors might prevent the gain of two orders of magnitude 
in reading speed we reported above (for example, MNREAD sentences at 2.4 logMAR do not fit in a normal full 
visual field), it would not seem unreasonable to expect reading speeds in the range of multiple words per minute.

Performance under the uncompensated Head Only condition can be improved. Although our 
task was not designed to test for possible learning effects, we observed performance enhancements between  C1 
and  C2, the two Head Only mini-blocks. Learning effects have been already observed in gaze-contingent simula-
tions of artificial  vision53, 60, suggesting that training could create similar improvements in patients even with 
uncompensated devices. Given the case report of an individual who lacks the ability to move their eyes having 
spontaneously developed head-steering61, a natural follow-on question would be to see if training would benefit 
one mode more than the other, since we did not find a significant improvement for  B1 to  B2, the two Full Gaze 
mini-blocks. Discouragingly, training-driven improvements for camera-gaze misalignments have been found to 

Figure 4.  Example gaze and head traces from one subject. Gaze (left column) and head (right column) position 
traces are shown for one of the most overall-capable subjects reading text at 1.4 logMAR (the largest size) under 
the three viewing conditions, Normal (top row), Full Gaze (middle row), and Head Only (bottom row). For each 
trace, the start is shown by an unfilled circle, and the end by a filled circle. Trial length, reading accuracy, and 
reading speed are shown underneath each pair of plots: the first two trials (top two rows) took some few seconds 
to complete while the third trial (bottom row) took over 8 min; for Head Only, the values are substantially better 
than the population means, but a similar dichotomy in trial completion time was typical across the population. 
Eye movements during the Normal and Full Gaze conditions here follow a typical scan path for reading 
the three lines in the MNREAD sentences; head position is nearly motionless, also typical, without having 
instructed the subject to hold their head still. Eye movements in the Head Only condition reflect stereotypical 
looping center-out-and-back movements, while head position reflects attempts to scan the scene. This looping 
behavior is triggered by eye movements to foveate a portion of text the subject wishes to view, followed by a 
realization that the text tracks their gaze location (Fig. 9), and a subsequent saccade back to the center of the 
screen.
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be small and to progress at a slow  rate62. We, thus, speculate that trained reading performance under the Head 
Only condition might not reach the levels we observed for the Full Gaze condition (see Post-implant rehabilita-
tion and training, below).

No training required for full gaze, invasive coaching required for head only condition. In addi-
tion to the striking differences in performance, we found that subjects did not require introduction or coaching 
to perform the first mini-block with phosphene view,  B1, which employed the Full Gaze condition and resulted 
in naturalistic gaze shifts (Fig. 3). Subjects adapted to it quickly within the first trial and performed well, as 
expected from earlier  work53, 55, 60. On the other hand, the Head Only mini-block  C1 that followed required fre-
quent coaching to, “keep your eyes looking forward and use your head to scan.” Without such coaching, subjects 
were, in general, unable to perform the task. The difference was not only striking, it was sobering for its implica-
tions for actual implants, as it touched the critical shortcomings that underlie approaches that do not support 
gaze steering, either intrinsically or through a compensatory mechanism. We are driven to the conclusion that 
the reports of seemingly poor performance in the literature that are in conflict with our previous work both in 
simulations with sighted  humans51 and non-human  primates63, and with implants in non-human primates in 
ongoing work are the results of the disadvantage faced by systems that lack gaze compensation. We further spec-
ulate that even with subject training to suppress gaze movements and employ head scanning, it will be difficult 
for prostheses lacking gaze compensation to match the utility of those that have incorporated it. Indeed, even if 
we were to further suppose that parity might be obtainable with the two approaches should non-gaze-contingent 
recipients undergo post-implant rehabilitation training, we have seen that an equivalent training effort with 
both  simulated53, 60 and real gaze-contingent  prostheses64, would result in substantial improvement in utility 
that would once again propel gaze-contingent systems to advantage. It is difficult to express how compelling the 
difference is between the two systems for naive subjects from our experiment: one is natural and fluid, and the 
other appears to require extensive training to establish even minimal utility.

With informal reports from our subjects that the Head Only condition induces mild nausea and vertigo, we 
can further speculate that one factor causing the relatively low retention rate of retinal prostheses in implanted 
 patients65, 66 may be a lack of gaze contingency for certain devices. According to a recent report, two thirds of the 
Argus II patients used the device less than 5 h per  week66. Fortunately, it is straightforward to augment nearly 
every current visual prosthesis design that lacks gaze contingency with a gaze tracker and upgraded external 
image processing to improve the experience for recipients, such as done on an experimental basis for the Argus 
 II15. Taken together, based on our results and our subjects’ informal reports, we strongly encourage all visual 
prosthesis designs that currently lack gaze contingency to incorporate the feature as quickly as is practical.

Post-implant rehabilitation and training. We expect training to be an important part of post-implant 
rehabilitation for foreseeable future prostheses as artificial vision is widely understood to be a crude approxi-
mation to normal vision, even for the most advanced, naturalistic designs. Our previous study on how reading 
ability changed with experience for a simulated thalamic visual  prosthesis53 showed that active training pro-
vided substantial benefit, even in the case of phosphene counts not far from what are currently in clinical use. 
Although beyond the scope of this study, training effects would certainly be expected in the Head-Only condi-
tion with additional experience. We provide a speculative prediction immediately below.

Based on the amount of improvement seen in earlier work from our  laboratory53, we can estimate the amount 
of improvement that would be expected here after extensive training. For the Full Gaze condition here, we have 
a close match to the conditions in the previous study—both included the same 2000-phosphene pattern, the 
same gaze tracker, the same gaze compensation algorithm, and observed highly similar initial performance—and 
thus we would expect reading accuracy averaged over the font sizes used here to reach 100% and equivalent 
acuity to improve from 1.0 to 0.7 logMAR in 10–15 sessions. For the Head Only condition, the closest match 
performance-wise is the lowest resolution pattern in that previous work,  P500/Low. Understanding that the cor-
respondence between the two conditions is poor (beyond one being gaze contingent and the other head steered), 
we can speculate that the Head Only acuity here might improve from 1.6 to 1.3 logMAR after 40 sessions and 
the mean reading accuracy might rise from 8 to 50%, based on the improvement in  P500/Low acuity there. Under 
this highly speculative model, while performance under the Head Only condition here would improve with 
extensive training, it still would not match performance in the Full Gaze condition observed with naive subjects.

A recently published  report46 of interviews of patients undergoing the training necessary for the Argus II 
device, which lacks gaze contingency, suggests that it is a difficult and unpleasant experience. An earlier case 
 report47 describes similar training frustrations in one patient. Our results point to the lack of gaze contingency 
being a potentially important factor in these observations.

Phosphene pattern, field extent, and theoretical acuity. The phosphene pattern used in our simu-
lations (Fig. 8) is generated by an electrode array that is like many from current clinical prostheses in that it has a 
constant density in the tissue where electrodes are implanted. For constant tissue density of electrodes, the spac-
ing of phosphenes in the visual field varies from area to area: in the retina, it results in an even spacing of phos-
phenes, but in LGN and visual cortex, it results in a pattern that includes effects of tissue magnification to create a 
distribution that is center-weighted and representative of the endogenous profile of acuity versus  eccentricity5, 67.

Contemporary visual prostheses typically stimulate a limited extent of the visual field, but here, we have 
simulated a device that has electrodes that span the entirety of LGN, and thus creates phosphenes spanning 
the entirety of the visual field (Fig. 8). In this way, our simulation is intended to be forward-looking, rather 
than representative of devices in the clinic, and will not reflect the experience of a current prosthesis recipient, 
except insofar as to predict that the addition of gaze compensation to head-steered prostheses will result in an 
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improvement in patient experience and device utility. Combining observations that have been made by others 
in such  devices15, 52, 54 and the results presented here, we believe this prediction to be well-founded.

The pattern used here, with 2000 phosphenes, has a theoretical acuity of 1.1 logMAR within the foveal area 
(the central two degrees) that falls off with eccentricity and is 2.7 logMAR at a point corresponding to the left 
and right edges of the monitor in our simulation when the subject’s gaze is at the center. The central acuity in our 
pattern was therefore higher than the best reported values for Alpha AMS and IMS patients of 1.4  logMAR68, 
and for Argus II patients of 1.6  logMAR69, although of the two, only the latter device lacks gaze contingency.

Linguistic ability was not a factor. While the subjects were non-native English speakers, they were 
required to present certification of college-level ability, and the MNREAD sentences use a  3rd grade elementary 
school vocabulary. The observed high reading speeds and 100% accuracy in the Normal condition demonstrate 
that linguistic issues were not a limiting factor in our results.

Eye tracking and calibration in blind individuals. The inclusion of an eye tracking device in a visual 
prosthesis design that does not inherently include gaze compensation brings the question of tracker calibration. 
Normally, calibration of eye tracking devices is done in sighted subjects by activating targets at known locations, 
an option that is not generally available with blind patients. Nevertheless, there are advanced approaches that 
allow basic calibration using only external measurements of the eye that do not depend on subject perception 70–

72. We expect these approaches combined with a refinement thorough a perceptual process such as the pointing 
paradigms extensively described in the  literature15, 36, 45, 73, 74, or staircase saccades, vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), 
smooth pursuit, or other continuous observation methods (see review by Kar and  Corcoran75) will prove suffi-
cient to reap significant benefits from incorporating gaze-contingency into visual prosthesis devices. While there 
is some concern about abnormal gaze shifts in blind patients, Alpha IMS implant recipients have been observed 
to have relatively normal eye movements, suggesting a re-provisioning of visual input has a normalizing  effect32.

High quality gaze tracking was critical to support the accuracy of our simulations, but it will also play a role in 
implementing gaze contingency in prosthetic devices that would otherwise be head-steered. Current commercial 
goggles-mounted eye trackers (e.g., Tobii Pro Glasses 3, Tobii, AB; Pupil Core, Pupil Labs, GmbH) are approach-
ing the accuracies of the hardware used in this work, suggesting that designers of future gaze-compensated 
prostheses will have capable tools at their disposal.

Conclusion
Visual prosthesis devices that deliver a replacement for the visual information that is normally provided by the 
retina are constrained by the design of the visual pathway. The brain combines retinotopic information with 
information about the location of the eyes and the head to integrate stimuli from different gaze locations into a 
unified representation of the environment. As retinotopic information is perforce locked to gaze direction, arti-
ficial visual devices should optimally compensate their regions of interest to track instantaneous gaze position. 
We have demonstrated that in a simulation of artificial vision, including real-time gaze compensation makes the 
simulation easy to use, and reducing the simulation to a head-steered device that lacks awareness of eye posi-
tion reduces the utility to near zero for naive subjects in a reading task. We conclude that adding eye tracking to 
existing devices should immediately improve usability and may impact patient retention.

Materials and methods
Participants. Twenty-three subjects took part in the study. The sample size was selected based on previ-
ous simulation studies from our laboratory with sighted  individuals51, 55. Subjects were required to have self-
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, no history of psychiatric or neurological impairment, and be 
able to read English text out loud. One participant was a native English speaker, while the rest (n = 22) were 
native Greek speakers with sufficient English language skills for the modest requirements of the task (Level B2 
according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages). One additional subject (a 24th, 
data from whom are not otherwise reported), was disqualified during the consenting process due to strabismus. 
Subjects were assigned pseudonyms for the purpose of anonymizing data collection and they either volunteered 
or received course credits for their participation in the study.

Ethics statement. The research in this report was performed according to a protocol approved by the 
Ethics Committee of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science at the University of Athens and the 
Institute Review Board at Massachusetts General Hospital and in compliance with the guidelines of the Declara-
tion of Helsinki. This study was determined to contain minimal risk and informed consent was provided by each 
participant.

Apparatus. The system used in this experiment has substantial commonality with one that has been 
described in a previous  publication53 using techniques that have been described in  detail55. Subjects were seated 
in front of an apparatus that included a heads-free gaze tracker (EyeLink 1000 +, SR Research, Inc.), a head track-
ing system (TrackClip Pro, Natural Point, Inc., as infrared target; opentrack software, TrackHat, Ltd., to perform 
tracking; PS3eye, Sony, Inc., as imaging camera), and associated computers for processing gaze and head posi-
tion, along with stimulus generation and experiment control (Fig. 5).

Visual stimuli were presented to the subjects on an LCD computer monitor (PG279Q, Asus, Inc.) operating at 
1600 × 900 resolution and 100 Hz video refresh, placed 70 cm away from the subject. At that distance, the 59.9 cm 
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by 33.6 cm extent of the monitor’s display subtended 41 by 24 degrees in the subject’s visual field. As described 
below, during the presentation of simulated phosphene vision, the display was updated on a frame-by-frame basis.

System latency was not directly measured, but is estimated to have been under 20 ms. The eye tracker was 
operating in 1000 Hz mode with 2-point averaging, for an effective 2 ms latency. The gaze position was sampled 
at the start of each 10 ms video refresh cycle and used to create a stimulus frame that was sent to the video 
monitor immediately prior to the next refresh for a total of 12 ms signal latency. The monitor itself was meas-
ured to have an additional 6 ms latency (Video Signal Input Lag Tester, Leo Bodnar Electronics, Ltd), which 
has been reported to be primarily pixel response time (TFT Central, http:// www. tftce ntral. co. uk/ revie ws/ asus_ 
rog_ swift_ pg279q. htm). Adding these three sources of latency together (2 + 10 + 6), gives us an estimate that we 
conservatively rate at 20 ms.

Design and stimuli. Experimental conditions: primary experimental variable. To investigate the effects of 
gaze contingency on reading performance in a simulation of artificial vision, we manipulated the gaze compen-
sation mode. Specifically, we introduced three viewing conditions that were presented in mini-blocks (Fig. 6): 
(A) a Normal condition, where clear text was presented on the screen as a reference for normal reading behavior, 
(B) a Full Gaze artificial vision condition, where the simulated phosphenes were updated based on the position 
and direction of both the head and the eye, thus stabilizing the phosphene locations on the retina, and (C) a 
Head Only condition, where phosphenes were updated based on the position and direction of the head only. The 
conditions were presented in a mini-block fashion, as pilot data showed that participants encountered major 
difficulties in switching between Full Gaze and Head Only conditions on a trial-to-trial basis.

Letter size and text sentences: secondary experimental variables. Secondary experimental variables that were 
used to compute subject performance for each mini-block mode included font size of the text, carefully cali-
brated to be equivalent to 0.9 to 1.4 logMAR  in steps of 0.1, and the text content of each sentence (Fig. 7). 
These secondary variables were used to generate psychometric curves and validate observations against previous 
 reports53, 55.

Sentences were taken from the MNREAD  corpus57 and presented in the Times New Roman font. Sentences 
in the MNREAD corpus have 60 characters, including spaces but not including a final period, include no punc-
tuation, and no proper nouns. They are presented across three lines (Fig. 9), and have been extensively studied 
to ensure they have little variation in  readability53.

Figure 5.  Apparatus. An apparatus was constructed to drive the simulation under the various viewing 
conditions. Subjects are seated at a table on which rests a high-refresh rate LCD monitor (ASUS, PG279Q, 
running at 100 Hz refresh), a gaze tracking camera (SR Research, EyeLink 1000 +), a head position tracking 
camera (TrackHat, opentrack), and a microphone. As part of the head tracker, subjects wear a set of headphones 
that are used only to hold a three-LED arbor so that it faces the head-tracking camera (Natural Point, TrackClip 
Pro). Simple sentences are presented on the subject screen in a simulation of artificial vision using phosphenes 
that are stabilized on the subject’s retina based on the instantaneous report from the gaze tracker. A virtual scene 
camera is steered either through gaze location (Full Gaze condition) or head position (Head Only condition) 
in the simulation. As the subjects read the sentences aloud, scores are kept by the experimenter on sheets that 
are not visible to the subjects. The vision simulation and experimental control are run from a single computer 
(Lenovo Tiny M710p).

http://www.tftcentral.co.uk/reviews/asus_rog_swift_pg279q.htm
http://www.tftcentral.co.uk/reviews/asus_rog_swift_pg279q.htm
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Phosphene pattern. As the intent was to simulate the style of devices under investigation in our laboratory, 
the pattern of phosphenes used were heavily center-weighted, but fully span the visual field (Fig. 8), as has been 
previously  discussed5, 67. In particular, the phosphene pattern used here is based on a visual prosthesis design 
that places stimulating electrodes in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). This thalamic approach affords 
advantages to retinal or cortical approaches that have been discussed in the literature 4, 5, 23, 40, 51, 55, 63, and include 
applicability to a wide range of disease conditions and causes of blindness. Importantly for the present work, the 
distribution of phosphenes in a given implant is expected to reflect the endogenous distribution of visual acuity 
across the visual field with resolution highest at the point of regard with small, densely packed phosphenes, fall-
ing away toward the periphery with large, sparse phosphenes (see Discussion).

Procedure. The experimental procedure was divided into three parts: (1) Snellen acuity assessment, (2) 
subject seating and calibration of the gaze tracker, and (3) the main experiment which was subdivided into the 
six mini-blocks (Fig. 6). A full session with a given subject took about 30 min.

Snellen acuity task. Each participant was administered a standard Snellen chart task to verify that they had 
approximately normal vision. Subjects stood at a measured mark, 3 m away from a wall-mounted Snellen chart. 
Normal overhead office lights were used to generate ordinary levels of illumination. The test was administered 

Figure 6.  Overview of experimental design and procedure. (Left) Each subject’s session started with a coarse 
assessment of visual acuity using a traditional Snellen chart. This test was to verify that subjects had largely 
normal vision, rather than to precisely measure their visual acuity, as the experimental requirements were well 
below ordinary acuity. Then, after subjects were seated in front of the apparatus, a quick calibration of the gaze 
position system was performed, typically lasting 2–3 min. Finally, the experiment itself proceeded with the 
presentation of the six mini-blocks in sequence, starting with a control condition mini-block, followed by four 
experimental mini-blocks, and then closing with a second control mini-block. (Right) The reading task used 
a trial-based structure where each trial began with the subject fixating a central point using normal vision. 
After a brief pause, a simple, three-line sentence was presented on the screen in one of the three conditions, 
depending on the mini-block: the Normal condition using natural vision, and the Full Gaze and Head Only 
conditions using phosphene-view simulation to present the stimulus. In both phosphene view conditions, the 
phosphenes were stabilized on the retina; in the Full Gaze condition, the simulated scene camera was steered by 
the combination of eye and head positions, whereas in the Head Only condition, the scene camera was steered 
only by head position. For all three conditions, the subjects read the sentence aloud as best they could, and then 
fixated the Next Sentence dot to proceed to the next trial.
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binocularly with corrective lenses if the subject normally used them, and at a pace determined by the subject. 
Responses were converted to logMAR units.

Initial seating. After the Snellen screening, participants were brought to the experimental room, and seated 
comfortably in front of the subject monitor at a distance of about 70 cm from the display. Subjects wore both a 
bulls-eye sticker on their forehead to support frame-free gaze tracking, and a set of non-functional headphones 
onto which the head-tracking LED arbor was mounted. To improve the quality of tracking results, subjects were 
seated with their chest against the table and arms on the table to create a natural centering of head position with-
out undue limits on head rotation. Instructions were given for the calibration task which was then performed, 
followed by instructions for the reading task which was then in turn performed.

Figure 7.  Stimulus conditions and font sizes. Example renderings of text used during the simulations is shown 
for the Normal condition (bottom row) where text is rendered at the native resolution of the screen, and the 
phosphene view conditions (top row) where text is shown as seen through a collection of 2000 phosphenes. The 
central part of the screen, approximately 10 degrees of visual angle across, is depicted for the six different font 
sizes used. Font sizes were calibrated to correspond to 0.9 logMAR (smallest) through 1.4 logMAR (largest). The 
central part of the phosphene pattern corresponding to the screen areas rendered here is shown in the upper left 
square, with each phosphene appearing as a light blue Gaussian on a white background. When this pattern is 
used as a filter on the white text/black background, it results in the images in the top row, for gaze and camera 
positions both at the center of the screen. As the gaze location moves around in either of the phosphene view 
conditions, the phosphene pattern is stabilized on the retina, but the scene camera is steered according to the 
testing condition of the mini-block (Full Gaze or Head Only).

Figure 8.  Phosphene pattern. The phosphene pattern used in this experiment contained 2000 phosphenes total, 
spread over the entire visual field in a center-weighted pattern that follows the natural profile of visual acuity 
from the center of gaze to the  periphery5, 67, as seen in the left image. During the task, the phosphenes that fall 
on the subject monitor would be simulated. As the pattern is gaze-locked in retinotopic coordinates, the pattern 
is shifted with gaze movements during the simulation, and the number of phosphenes that fall on the monitor 
accordingly varies; that number would be maximum at about 1200 phosphenes when the gaze position was 
straight ahead, as seen in the middle image. In phosphene view mode, those phosphenes would be used as a 
filter on the image to be presented to the subject (see Figs. 7, 9). The central part of the visual field that carries 
the highest density of phosphenes is shown in the right image. For phosphene patterns in this class that model 
thalamic visual prostheses under development in our laboratory, the central 10 degrees typically has about one-
quarter of the total  phosphenes51.
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Calibration task. Calibration of the gaze tracking system has been described  previously53 and is summarized 
here. Participants were presented a series of small dots one at a time in an array of locations that spanned the 
screen and were instructed to fixate each as closely and as accurately as possible, maintaining fixation for the 
duration of each dot. The first thirteen presentations (one for each location) were used to trigger EyeLink 1000 + 
calibration while the subsequent 27 presentations (three instances for each of nine locations) were used to cali-
brate a secondary non-linear correction in the experimental software. The head position tracker did not require 
per-subject calibration as it used a fixed LED arbor of known geometry.

MNREAD‑based reading task. The MNREAD  task57, 58 assesses visual acuity by presenting a series of simple 
three-line sentences that are read aloud. Both reading speed and accuracy are tracked as the size of the font used 
to display the text is varied, typically resulting in logistic-like psychometrics where decreasing text size results in 
decreasing performance. The MNREAD task can be considered an alternative to single letter acuity tasks such as 
the familiar Snellen or Sloan charts that are common in clinical use. In the laboratory setting, we find MNREAD 
sentences are an efficient and effective way to collect acuity-related data with human subjects; the variant we 
have used here has been validated  previously55.

The main experiment consisted of three mini-blocks of 6 trials each (Fig. 6, left panel). Each mini-block was 
presented twice and the order of presentation was kept constant across participants. Each participant completed 
36 trials in total. We used a mini-block structure, rather than a fully interleaved method, due to the unanticipated 
difficulty of the Head Only condition discovered during development. Within each mini-block, each of the six 
font sizes was presented once in pseudo-random order that varied from mini-block to mini-block, but was con-
served across subjects. The mini-block sequence presented viewing conditions in order of increasing difficulty 
(Natural Vision, Full-Gaze, Head-Only) so as to ensure any bias introduced by the sequence would diminish, 
rather than enhance, any differences from condition to condition.

Figure 9.  Screen captures from experimental conditions. Example screen shots are shown from the three 
conditions for an example sentence at the largest font size, 1.4 logMAR. The three columns correspond to the 
Normal (left column), Full Gaze (middle), and Head Only (right) conditions. The three rows correspond to 
three different alignment conditions for gaze (green circle) and head (blue cross) positions: the first (top row) 
contains the stimuli displayed under the three conditions when both the gaze and head positions are straight 
ahead, at the center of the screen where the subject is looking at the word /her/; the second (center) contains 
stimuli when the gaze is left (eyes rotated left), but the head is straight such that the subject’s gaze is on /water/, 
but the camera remains directed at /her/; the third (bottom) is for the gaze straight (eyes counter-rotated right) 
and head left such that the gaze is again on /her/, but the camera is on /water/. When the eyes are deviated 
from straight forward in the head, the resulting disagreement between gaze and head position creates spatially 
incongruent stimuli for Head Only conditions that was found to be highly disconcerting to subjects and resulted 
in very poor performance compared to the Full Gaze conditions that are sensitive to eye position.
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Each trial was subdivided into a series of four phases (Fig. 6, right panel), Start, Pre‑Stimulus, Reading, and 
End. During the Start Phase, a fixation point appeared in the middle of the screen that the subject was required 
to foveate in order to engage the experiment. The color of the fixation point served as a visual cue informing 
participants about the viewing condition of the trial (white dot indicating the Normal condition; red dot, Full 
Gaze condition; orange dot, Head Only condition). Once foveated for the duration of the Pre-Stimulus Phase, 
the fixation point disappeared. After the fixation offset, the Reading Phase started with one of the sentences 
displayed with either no adulteration for the Normal condition (ordinary, plain text shown on the monitor), 
phosphene view with gaze-compensation for the Full Gaze condition, and phosphene view without sensitivity to 
eye position for the Head Only condition, each at one of the font sizes (Figs. 7, 9). An additional Next Sentence 
dot, which matched the color of the trial’s fixation point, was displayed near the top center of the screen. Subjects 
were instructed to read each sentence out loud as best as they could while skipping words they were unable to 
discern, or to state that they were unable to read the text at all. Subjects were instructed to look at the Next Sen-
tence dot in order to advance to the next sentence. Subjects could take as long as they wanted, consistent with 
reading quickly and accurately. Once subjects foveated the Next Sentence dot for 350 ms, the trial entered the 
End Phase, the screen was blanked, and a 2000 ms pause provided an intertrial interval before the onset of next 
trial. Each trial used a different MNREAD sentence, but the sequence of sentences and conditions was maintained 
across subjects. An audio recording was made for the entirety of each experiment.

To ensure an accurate simulation and reading performance assessment, the text for each trial was rendered 
off-screen with compensation for the head-to-screen distance as measured during the pre-stimulus portion of the 
trial. An ideal simulation might re-render the reference image of the text with each frame, but with the hardware 
at hand, that would have unacceptably slowed the simulation.

However, there was sufficient computational power available to adjust the diameter of phosphenes as drawn 
on the screen to the per-frame viewing distance so that the sizes on the retina were approximately constant. This 
compensation was computationally inexpensive, and thus readily incorporated without impact on the simulation.

Accurate measurements of reading speed required an accurate assessment of the time spent in reading for 
each trial. During the developmental phase of the experiment it became clear that if viewing conditions were 
interleaved on a trial-by-trial basis, a substantial amount of time was being spent at the start of each trial for the 
subject to figure out the current experimental mode. For Full-Gaze trials, this probing did not add as much of 
an artifactual latency as for Head-Only trials; thus, to reduce bias, a mini-block structure was selected for col-
lection of the primary data reported here.

Data analysis. Reading accuracy. Each subject’s orally provided responses were compared to a printed ver-
sion of the MNREAD sentences in order to score the number of correctly read words for each sentence. Counts 
were then normalized by sentence length and multiplied by 100 to find the reading accuracy, or percentage of 
correctly read words for each combination of gaze compensation mode and font size. Each combination was 
presented twice during a session (once per mini-block), but with two different sentences, and the mean value 
over the two presentations was used for the subject’s performance on that combination. Control comparisons 
were performed between the first and second mini-block for each condition to rule out longitudinal effects. An 
equivalent visual acuity was computed by measuring the 50% point along a logistic curve fitted to reading ac-
curacy versus font size. As reading accuracy has a bounded range, median values with 16/84 percentile ranges 
are reported in lieu of means and standard deviations.

Reading speed. The reading speed was computed as the number of correctly read words per minute, for each 
combination, again averaged over the two presentations. The length of time for a given trial was measured from 
the time the sentence text appeared on the screen until the subject foveated the Next Trial dot. In Head Only tri-
als, detection of Next Trial foveation was based on normal gaze position on the screen, rather than head-steered 
aiming, and was computed independently from stimulus presentation. As with Reading Accuracy, reported val-
ues are medians with 16/84 percentile ranges.

Expectations. For both reading accuracy and reading speed, we expected to observe significantly higher per-
formance for the Full Gaze compared to the Head Only condition. Reading accuracy is not normally distributed 
because of its limited range, an effect that becomes especially apparent near 0% or 100%. Reading speed has a 
similar lack of normality for very low values like the ones we observed. To test our hypotheses, we determined 
statistical significance using Wilcoxon rank sum tests as the assumption of normality was not met using a Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov test for normality in many cases. For statistical comparisons, a p value below 0.05 was con-
sidered to be significant.
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